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Research Problem: How marketers of famous company are using social network market to 
grow and promote their business and how their customers perceived it? 

Purpose:  The purpose of this study is to explore and analyze social network 
websites using Facebook as a case study to be a new marketing channel 
for company to grow and promote their business in an international 
context. This study also evaluates relationship marketing and response 
of customers to the marketing activities through social network 
websites of international famous company. 

Method:  A qualitative approach was used to achieve the purpose of this 
 thesis. The data collection will be divided into 2 perspectives. The 
 first is the company’s perspective, observational research has been 
 used for the data collection through Nokia page on Facebook. The 
 second is customers’ perspective, questionnaire has been asked for 
 Nokia’s users on Facebook. Secondary data such as online written 
 document was also supported to enhance the value of our findings.   

Conclusion:  The communication messages which have been created by the 
company through online social networks can create relationship 
marketing and build brand awareness. Relationship marketing and 
brand awareness affect customer response to marketing activities. As a 
result, these activities can increase the opportunity of customer 
purchasing decision then it directly affects the company growth as well.      
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 

 Nowadays, internet is an important part in many individual and business activities. 

There is a public and cooperative to more than a billion of people worldwide (Internet usage 

statistics, 2009). The internet is one of the important communication channels among people 

around the world. The numbers of internet users including individual and business users are 

increasing continuously (Internet usage statistics, 2009).  Two-thirds of the world’s internet 

populations visit a social network websites and now accounts for almost 10% of all internet 

time (Nielsen Online, 2009). 

 Social network website is the virtual community web-based that allow users to create 

a public or semi-public profile within a bounded system, communicate, share information, 

interact and develop communities around similar interests. The members communicate with 

each other by instant message, personal message, posting on their page, blogs and service that 

typically provides the way to contact friends of other members in the social network. Also the 

members can invite people they know to join the social network as well (Boyd & Ellison, 

2007). 

 Therefore, most social network websites bring existing social network in reality into 

the online social network but some of them bring strangers connect based on the same 

interests or activities (Boyd & Ellison, 2007). One of the most popular social network 

websites is Facebook (Top 20 Most Popular Social Networking Websitess, 2010). There are 

more than 400 million active international users in March 2010 and with more than 70 

translations available on the site (Facebook statistics, 2010).  

 According to the facilities of social network websites such as posting news, articles, 

pictures, videos, hosting the event and post it and so on, there may be a great opportunity for 

the marketers who are looking for a new marketing channels to do the marketing activities 

through the social network websites. Because the social network websites offers users an 

opportunity to form a various types of groups that can be formed by companies to promote 

the brands, products, services, events and etc. using the internet as its medium. These new 

phenomenon of social network websites can be reached the large and worldwide target group 

who share the common interests in a short period and low operational cost (Boyd & Ellison, 

2007). 
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 Many famous and well-known companies are doing online marketing in the social 

network which is the new marketing channel between the companies and their potential 

customers. For example, the famous companies that are in the top 100 global brands in 2009 

that have managed to create and sustain strong performance in today’s competitive market 

likes Coca-Cola, Nokia, McDonald, Google, Toyota (BusinessWeek 100 Best Global Brands, 

2009) are already created a fan page on Facebook. This research is conducted on Nokia as a 

case study. The companies can market on the international Facebook users who became a fan 

of their pages. From the companies’ perspectives, they might do various internet marketing 

activities through Facebook or the other social network site such as promote the new 

products, services, brand, event, or even do the marketing research on the customers depend 

on their objectives. These internet marketing activities target both individually and as a group 

by send a private message as well as by posting on their profile page (Boyd & Ellison, 2007). 

Besides, the customers who became a fan or member of product or company in the social 

network websites may have the same or different perspectives and perception toward the 

international marketing activities due to some factors such as cultures and languages.  

 

Company Background 
 
 Nokia is the world's leading mobile devices supplier, manufacturing of mobile 

devices and communications industries from Finland. Nokia operates a total of 15 

manufacturing facilities all over the world. In 2009, Nokia reported net sale EUR 41 billion in 

over 160 countries (Nokia, 2010). Nokia organization can divided in to various departments 

for example devices, services, solutions and markets team. For markets teams, they manage 

supply chain, sale channels, brand and marketing activities as well as online section. Nokia 

apply the internet as one of their marketing strategies such as website, online store as well as 

online social network sites. Nokia created pages in online social network sites like Facebook, 

MySpace
1
 and Twitter

2
 which many fans have been joined in the network. 

 

 

                                                           
1

 MySpace is a free online community composed of personal profiles that typically includes a digital 
photo and in-depth information about personal interests (MySpace, 2010). 
2

 Twitter is online social network sites that has real-time information network powered by people all 
around the world that lets you share and discover what’s happening now (Twitter,2010). 
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1.2 Problem Statement 

Regarding to the globalization, many famous companies are looking for the new 

marketing channel to market their brand or product, offering services and promote their 

events in an international context so the online social network has became more popular in 

the international context along with the international users. Since the marketing strategies are 

important for company, marketing team of company attempt to develop their business and 

add new marketing channel to compete with other companies in global market (Cateora & 

Ghauri, 2006, p.244). It may possible that online social network may be an idea to create 

brand awareness and use to communicate to their international customers but it is contingent 

on to which degree customers will respond positively to their media or message on social 

network websites and how the company could send the message to their potential customers 

through the online social networks in the appropriate level. That is one of the major obstacles 

in relationship marketing in order to establish and maintain the relationship between company 

and their potential customers. Online social networks have the possibility of providing the 

means to successful relationships at a relatively low cost but companies need to understand 

the expectations of their potential customers as well.  

 

 
1.3 Research questions 

 The research question has been formulated as the following:  

How marketers of famous company are using social network market to grow and 
promote their business and how their customers perceived it? 

 This research needed to find more answers to the following questions:   

- How do the customers are actually using on social network websites? 

- How can social network websites help to build brand and reinforce image among 

customers? 
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1.4 Purpose 

The purpose of this study is to explore and analyze social network websites using 

Facebook as a case study to be a new marketing channel for company to grow and promote 

their business in an international context. This study also evaluates relationship marketing 

and response of customers to the marketing activities through social network websites of 

international famous company. 

 
 

1.5 Limitations 

Nowadays, there are many popular social network websites. The authors of the 

research have decided to select Facebook as our case study. We have limited ourselves not to 

focus on social network sites in general because there are many types of social network sites. 

Thus, the research will be limited to the open online social network that does not cater to a 

specific theme or audience. 

 To study the impact of internet marketing through online social networks, the authors 

decided select Nokia (the world's leading mobile devices company) to be focused on. The 

research was restricted only on Nokia on Facebook. 

 The research was conducted based on the observation for the company’s perspective. 

Since Nokia has rejected our requested for an interview due to the information about their 

marketing strategy is highly confidential for the company.     
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1.6  Research Structure  

 The thesis structure part gives the readers an explanation about each chapter included 
in the research. It is divided into 6 chapters as following 

 

The first chapter is the introduction chapter which presents the background, the problem, the 
purposes, and the limitation of the research 

 

The second chapter is theoretical frameworks which includes the definition of internet 
marketing and social network. It also includes the theories such as integrated marketing 
communications, brand awareness, relationship marketing and customer behavior. 

 

The third chapter is the methodology chapter. This chapter explains how and why the 
research is done in the way it is presented.  It consists of possible alternatives of the research 
approaches, data collection, validity and reliability. 

 

The forth chapter are the empirical material chapter presents the results from the collection of 
primary data and secondary sources. 

 

The fifth chapter is the analysis chapter. The analysis is separated into three topics which are 
communication messages, brand awareness and relationship marketing and response of the 
customers toward marketing activities. 

 

The sixth chapter is the conclusions chapter. In the conclusions, the outcomes of the research 
and analysis are presented. It also includes the reflection of the research, the contribution of 
the research is provided and recommendation on further research. 
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2. Theoretical Framework 

This section provides a review of theoretical framework and it divides into five parts. 

The first part explains about the role of internet in social marketing and benefits of the 

internet. The second part explains about integrated marketing communications in order to 

identify message that communicate to customers. The third part consist of the theories of 

brand awareness among online social network sites users in order to show how customers 

perceive in products or services of company’s brand and customer relationship. The forth part 

will explain how customers respond to marketing activities. And the last part shows the 

conceptual framework of all theoretical. 

 

2.1. Internet marketing and social network 

2.1.1 The internet 

 The internet is a diverse set of independent networks, interlinked to provide its user 

with the appearance of a single, uniform network: the use of a standard set of protocols to 

communicate across networks and the effort of the companies and organizations that operate 

the internet’s different networks to keep its elements interconnected (National Research 

Council Staff, 2001). Some definitions focus internet as a communication tool to reveal it as 

social and relational technology for connecting and sustaining relationships with other such 

as friends, family and stranger (Boyd and Ellison, 2007)  The mostly used definition of the 

internet is a single medium that becomes accessible to mass audience, but this definition has 

evolved because internet include with more different media such as e-mail, websites, 

newsgroups, e-commerce and blogs that make it more complex (Previte , 2005). In the 

beginning the internet was motivated by the needs of different peoples from all over the 

world to communicate with each other for many reasons. Nowadays, the internet can be use 

as one of marketing tools, known as E-marketing.   

 

2.1.2 E-marketing 

 Internet marketing refers to an external perspective of how the internet can be used in 

conjunction with traditional media to acquire and deliver services to customers. An 
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alternative is e-marketing which can be considered to have broader scope since it refers to 

media such as website (Chaffey, Chadwick, Johnston & Mayer, 2009). They also define 

internet marketing simply as “Achieving marketing objectives through applying digital 

technologies” (Chaffey, Chadwick, Johnston & Mayer, 2009, p.10). Companies and 

organization can use internet marketing to be their strategy along with business and 

marketing strategy in order to setting goal, formulate strategy and allocate resources. Kaur 

(2010) categorize advantages of internet market strategy as following: 

1. Overseas Markets: easy for a business to expand business globally or internationally 

2. No Geographical Limitations: Internet has no geographical limitation which gives 

ability for business to target customers in any part of the world. 

3. Available 24 Hours A Day: A website can be viewed anytime 

4. Cost Effective Choices: Internet marketing is one of the most cost effective choices 

when compared to other marketing tools. 

5. Provide All The Information: Business can provide necessary information on the 

internet without limitation of size 

6. Increase ROI on Your Website: Since internet offer cost effective, internet marketing 

can increase return on investment. 

7. Find New Markets: Since business environment has changed rapidly, Internet 

marketing could be a new way of promoting businesses. 

  

 Nowadays, E-marketing can lead to new business ideal. A new trend have started to 

emerge, one example is online social network sites.  

 

2.1.3 Online social network sites 

 Boyd and Ellison (2007) define social network sites as “web-based services that allow 

individuals to (1) construct a public or semi-public profile within a bounded system, (2) 

articulate a list of other users with whom they share a connection, and (3) view and traverse 

their list of connections and those made by others within the system. The nature and 

nomenclature of these connections may vary from site to site”. Social networks are online 

communities of people who typically share a common interest or activity. They provide many 

ways for people to interact with each other for example blogs, e-mail and newsfeeds which 
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contain information of people in your network. It attracted large number of fans, users and 

visitors. In addition, company can use online social network sites to communicate their 

message as one of their strategy too. 

 

2.2 Integrated Marketing Communications 

 Grönroos (2007) defines integrated marketing communications as “ a strategy that 

integrates traditional media marketing, direct marketing, public relations and other distinct 

marketing communications media as well as communications aspects of the delivery and 

consumption of goods and services and of customer service and other customer encounters. 

Thus, integrated marketing communications has a long term perspective” (p.305). The 

message that send to customer may be effective than other advertising such as brochure. 

Communication message can create from several sources. Duncan and Moriarty (1997) 

distinguish between four kinds of sources of communication message as following: 

1. Planned messages: are the results of planned marketing communicate to target 

market from many media such as TV, print, direct mail, the internet, etc., Grönroos 

(2007) mentions that these messages are the least trustworthy because customer know 

that they are planned by the marketer to attract customer. 

 

2. Product messages: are messages about the company and its offering that follow the 

physical products in an offering. It is an attributes and benefits from product itself. 

 

3. Service message: are messages that result from service processes. According to 

Duncan and Moriarty (1997) service message create from interactions with the 

organization’s employee. Interactions between customers and service employees in 

the service process include a substantial element of communication. Customer 

develops trust in this interaction process. Grönroos (2007) mention that service 

message are more trustworthy than planned message and product message because 

customers know that it is more difficult to manage the resources that create message. 

 

4. Unplanned messages: are messages sent by customers to other customers about what 

and how they have been offered from the company for example word of mouth 
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communication or article in print media. Unplanned message can refer to customer’s 

attitude and behavior toward the company. Grönroos (2007) mentions that unplanned 

messages are considered to be the most trustworthy.  

 

 

Figure 2.1: Source of communication messages (Duncan and Moriarty, 1997) 

 In addition, integrated marketing communications can help company move forward in 

the highly competitive world by create brand awareness and relationship with their customer 

(Madhavaram, Sreedhar; Badrinarayanan & Vishag, 2005) 

 

2.3 Brand awareness and relationship with their customer 

Brand awareness among online social network sites users 

 Brand awareness is an important method to promote products or services. Aaker 

(1991, p.61) defines brand awareness as “the ability of a potential buyer to recognize or 

recall that a brand is a member of a certain product category”. Since there are many 

competitors in market and there are very few factors that differentiate one product from its 

competitors, brand awareness could help company to create competitive advantage, branding 

is an important factor for the success, especially in a very competitive business environment 

(Aaker, 1991). Aaker (1991) also states that brand awareness is an important method to 

promote brand and need investment in order to protect in sale decline. It helps customers to 

understand that products or services are belonging to which brand. Brand attitude and 

decision process of customer could develop through brand awareness. Aaker (1991) explains 

what brand awareness is in the figure 2.2.  
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Figure 2.2: Brand Awareness (Aaker, 1991, p.63) 

 

• Anchor to which other association can be attached: in order to introduce new 

products, the brand name has to be established and recognized. It is difficult to be 

aware of the character and benefits of the new product without creating recognition. 

By creating product identification a new relationship to the product can be created. It 

shouldn’t attach associations and feeling to the brand name if the customer can not 

even identify it (Aaker, 1991). 

• Familiarity and Linking: name recognition provides the brand with sense of 

familiarity. Familiarity and knowledge make the products and brands better known to 

customers. Customer will have more positive attitude toward a brand when they have 

knowledge about the brand and they could talk about it more and spread brand 

awareness and also often involve in buying decision (Aaker, 1991). 

• Substance and commitment: Customer also can be influenced in their buying 

decision by awareness of substance and commitment, which mean promise or 

existence that the company has advertised. The customer will continue to buy product 

as long as they have positive brand awareness from the company (Aaker, 1991). 

• Brands to be considered during the buying process: It is important that the brand 

name should be recognized. Brand awareness has an important role since the first step 

of buying process is to select a brand which means this is the situation when the 

customers consider which brand to choose (Aaker, 1991).  
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Measuring Brand Awareness 

 According to Aaker (1991 p.62) there are three levels of brand awareness 

measurement. Aaker (1991) argues that brand awareness could represent the knowledge and 

prominent of a brand. Brand awareness is a process where the brand start from unaware if 

brand to a level where the customer ranks the brand in highest and become the top of mind in 

customer’s attitude. Aaker (1991) defines three levels of brand awareness as following: 

 

 

Figure 2.3: Levels of Brand Awareness (Aaker, 1991, p.62) 

 

1. Brand recognition 

 Brand recognition is the first level of brand awareness. It relates to consumers’ ability 

to confirm past exposure to that brand when given the brand with little information for 

example when a customer is asked to identify a recognized brand name from a list of brands 

from the same product class. It is important that customers can identify the brand that they 

have been seen or heard when customers face the buying decision process (Aaker, 1991). 

2. Brand recall 

 Brand recall reflects awareness of a brand when it comes in customer’s mind about 

product category. It relates to customer’s attitude to remind the brand from their memory. 

Since a customer are not given any information from the product. Brand recall is important 

when customer have to buy regular products which brand decision usually made before going 

to the store (Aaker, 1991). 

3. Top of mind 

 Top of mind is the highest level of brand awareness. It happens when the first brand 

comes to mind when a consumer is presented with the name of a product (Aaker, 1991). 
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2.4  Relationship Marketing  

 Relationship marketing can be defined as “Marketing is to establish maintain and 

enhance relationship with customers and other partners at a profit, so that the objectives of 

the parties involved are met.  This is achieved by a mutual exchange and fulfillment of 

promises” (Grönroos, 2007, p.8). Marketing and management based on customer relationship 

is seen as an alternative to focusing on transaction process. It uses to attract and enhance 

customer relationship to increase loyalty in order to create benefit in future. When attempting 

to develop a relationship with customer, the company has to turn to a dialogical 

communication approach. When the company and its customer have the same perspective 

together about their activities and process can be supported for knowledge about how this can 

be done. 

 Company provides marketing activity for their customer in order to create brand 

awareness and relationship to them. Customers will response to company’s marketing activity 

and higher awareness affect to higher purchase decision of customer (Palda, 1968). 

 

2.5  Customer response to marketing action 

 According to marketing activity of company, the hierarchy of effects model shows 

clear process of how advertising or marketing activity works toward customers. Evans, Jamal 

and Foxall (2006) introduce a model of how customers respond to marketing activities with 

some practical implications which slighty more expanded the hierarchy of effects model by 

Palda (1968). The model is called the sequence of communications effects that when each 

step of sequences moves up, it increases the probability of customer purchase decision. The 

sequence starts when a customer passes through from the initial exposure to a marketing 

activity until the post purchase stage (Figure 2.4). This is not necessarily a sequence that 

customers follow in all situations but it provides a logical framework for integrating concepts 

from psychology to explain how customers can respond to company’s marketing activity.  

1. Exposure: is the process by which the customer comes in physical contact with 

marketing activities and ensuring that the marketing offering or message is in the 

right place for the target market to have access to it. 
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2. Attention: is the stage when customer simply notices or sees the message or the 

process by which customers allocates part of their cognitive resources to 

marketing activities. 

 

3. Perception: is the stage that customer recognizes, selects, organizes and interprets 

the message or the process where marketing activities are received and interpreted 

by the customer and translate into a response. 

 

4. Learning: is the stage where the customer remembers the messages by storing it 

in memory. This stage is characterized by application from the psychology of 

learning. 

 

5. Attitude: is the stage that the customer responds affectively, taking a more or less 

favorable toward the messages of brand or product and create positive or negative 

attitude toward it. 

 

6. Action: is the stage that the customers act in order to trail, purchase, usage, asking 

for more information. 

 

7. Post-purchase: is the stage that the customer responds by expressing satisfaction 

or dissatisfaction towards the message or marketing activity. It can create positive 

or negative word of mouth communication to others.  
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Figure 2.4: Sequential effects of response to marketing 

(Evans, Jamal and Foxall, 2006, p.29) 
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2.6  Conceptual framework 

 In this part will present the structure of the research framework. A conceptual 

framework is formed of patterns of theories and their interconnections by use stages in a 

process to be the types of this framework (Fisher, 2007). In this case the relationship is based 

on proper order and the theory will be shown as a process. 

 

Figure 2.5: the conceptual framework model (the author’s framework) 

 

 The conceptual framework shown in figure 2.5 explains the marketing 

communication process of the company through online social network that can create a 

process of customer’s response to marketing activities. The process begins when company 

create marketing communication messages which including planned, product and service 

messages. These messages can be created on social network sites, in this case we use 

Facebook to be our case study. For unplanned messages, it cannot be created directly by the 

company, it can be created by the customers and shared among the customers. Unplanned 

messages may talk about products, services or what and how the customers have been offered 

from the company which can be the consequence from planned, product and service 

messages as well as the product itself. Messages on social network sites could create brand 

awareness and relationship between company and customers. Brand awareness can lead 

customers into responding to marketing activities. It influences company’s growth for 

example customer’s attitude or action. 

Online Social 
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3. Method 

 This section presents how this research has been conducted and also explained the 

possible alternatives of the research approaches and described what and why the research 

method has been selected.     

3.1 Qualitative and Quantitative approach 

 There are 2 main approaches for gathering data for the research; Qualitative approach 

and Quantitative approach. 

 

3.1.1 Qualitative approach 

The aim of qualitative approach is to gain an in-depth understanding of a situation so 

the authors may look for the data that may not know in advance. In-depth understanding is 

based on researcher immersion in the phenomena to be studied, gathering data which provide 

a detailed description of events, situations and interaction between people and things, 

providing depth and details (Patton, 1980).  

 

3.1.2 Quantitative approach 

 The aim of quantitative approach is to classify features, count them, and construct 

statistical models. So this means the data are clearly known in advance. The authors collect 

the numerical data that is in the form of numbers and statistics. Quantitative data is more 

efficient, able to test hypotheses, but may miss contextual detail that we are looking for 

(Neill, 2007).  

 

 According to the purpose and research questions of the thesis, Qualitative approach is 

the most appropriate in our research. We have to gather broad and in-depth understanding 

about “What and how” Nokia uses the internet marketing as a new marketing channel 

through the online social network using Nokia on Facebook as a case study and also another 

perspective of “What and how” the customers perceived it.    

 

3.2 Data collection 

 As this research is focusing on explore and analyze online social networks as a new 

marketing channel for the company and also looking for the customers’ perspective toward 

internet marketing through the online social network using Nokia on Facebook as a case 
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study so the data collection will be divided into 2 perspectives. The first is the company’s 

perspective and the second is customers’ perspective.  

 

3.2.1 Primary data 

 The primary data can be collected in the first hand for a particular research purpose of 

the current study (Ghauri & Grohaug, 2002). In this research, the primary data has been 

collected through the questionnaires and observation which will be described in the following 

section. 

 

• Questionnaires (Open questions) 

 Questionnaires can be sent by mail, email with attached file, online by distribute a 

link (URL) which is designed and completed over the internet and on the spot which 

administered in person. There are several pros of questionnaires except on the spot as the 

following, can reach a large geographical area and worldwide population, the respondents can 

complete it anywhere and anytime, low distribution costs. However, there are several cons as 

the following, there is no clarification during completion and need motivation to return the 

questionnaires (Survey Methods, 2006).  

 In our research, questionnaire has been used as one of our methods for the data 

collection on customers’ perspective by created online questionnaire contained open 

questions and then posted a link (URL) on Discussions section of Nokia page on Facebook 

and asked for Nokia’s customers to participate in the survey. We provided several open 

questions and more white space to answer in their own words and submitted online. The open 

questions has been formulated bases on the “Sequence of communications effects” model by 

Evan, Jamal and Foxall (2006, p.29) as mentioned earlier in the theoretical framework part. 

The authors have used this source of questions because we would like to explore the 

customers’ response to Nokia’s marketing activities on Facebook (See the Appendix 1 for the 

list of questions).    

 

• Observation 

 Observational research method is the observation of the participants’ behavior in 

particular context. Participant observation method can be used when observes the naturalistic 

and interaction of the participants in details manner. There are several pros as the following, 

the information can be obtained intensely. It helps in overcoming issues of validity and bias. 
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There are allowed the authors to observe them in natural setting. However, there are several 

cons as the following, it is time consuming in order to get the precise information. It can be 

ethical issues if the authors remain hidden while observing the participants (Harold, Ronald, 

Thomas & Jim, 1980).  

 In our research, observational research has been used as one of our methods for the 

data collection through Nokia page on Facebook. The authors became a fan of Nokia on 

Facebook and then observed and gathered data about their activities, posts, interaction and so 

on between Nokia and their customers by using unstructured observation to keep track for all 

the activities done by Nokia on Facebook and the responses of the customers to their 

activities.  

 

Samplings 

 

1. For the company’s observation 

 To answer our research questions and to meet the purposes of the research we studied 

and focused on the international famous company that active on online social network. So the 

authors have selected Nokia as our case study because there is international famous company 

based on BusineesWeek 100 Best Global Brands in 2009, Nokia is number 5 in the rank. 

Also Nokia has participated in online social media in many ways for example, Nokia support 

community, Nokia blog and official group on Facebook and etc (Nokia blogs, 2010). In 

addition, the authors have selected Facebook as our case study of online social network 

because recently there is famous and have many facilities for doing online marketing. 

Besides, the period for the observation has been done for 4 months started from January 1, 

2010 until April 30, 2010. The authors have chosen this period because there are many 

activities that were up to date regarding their marketing communication messages to be 

utilized.       

 

2. For the customers  

 The target group of this research is international Facebook’s users who are a fan of 

Nokia page on Facebook. As we focus on the qualitative approach so the research has been 

conducted by using a small number of samplings. The authors have got 23 returned results for 

the open questions survey but some was not fully completed by the respondents. They left 

blank for some questions so we decided to use only 20 samples which are rich, completed 

and in-depth information to be analyzed.             
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3.2.2 Secondary data 

 Documentary secondary data will be used in this research to support the primary data 

such as articles about the internet marketing, academic journals about social network website 

and also the authors have used textbooks to support the theoretical framework. Generally 

secondary data provide a source of data that is both permanent and available in a form that 

may be checked relatively easily by others (Denscombe, 1998). The keywords that the 

authors have used in order to search for the information are as the following; internet 

marketing, relationship marketing, integrated marketing communication, brand awareness, 

online social network and social network website. 

 

3.3 Validity  

 Validity refers to the accuracy and trustworthiness of instruments, data, and findings 

in research (Bernard, 2000, p.46). The data collected in the research are supposed to 

contribute to the result and the data will be connected to the research. If we consider validity 

of the open questions from the survey first, this refers to the extent to which the authors gain 

access to their participants’ knowledge and experience, and is able to infer a meaning that the 

participant intended from their answers. 

 In this study primary data was collected by using questionnaire and thus validity is 

important because the intention is to investigate both customers’ behavior and interaction 

with online marketing on social network site. When compiled the questionnaire, many 

sources such as scientific articles and textbooks were used as support to ensure that right 

questions were included in the questionnaire. Using these types of credible sources adds 

validity both to the study and the questionnaire. Moreover, the observation is another way of 

data collection for this research, the authors try to observe the activities of the Nokia on 

Facebook and captured the screenshot of the activities to increase the validity of the empirical 

materials and research.   
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3.4 Reliability 

 While validity focuses on the meaning and meaningfulness of data, reliability focuses 

on the consistency of results (Patton, 1986). According to Yin (2003, p.34) “Reliability is 

demonstrating that the operations of a study – such as the data collection procedures – can 

be repeated, with the same results”. 

 It is relevant to this research that the authors are trying to make the research in the 

way that is possible to be repeated again under the same circumstances by other authors will 

get the same results. However, the reliability might decrease due to different circumstances 

and period of the research. The data that we collected reflects the perspective of the company 

and the customers in the particular time so in the future it may be subject to change due to 

technology and trend are always change.   
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4. Empirical Findings 
This section presents 1.) general information about Facebook 2.) general information 

about Nokia page on Facebook 3.) the results from the observation on the Nokia page on 

Facebook and 4.) the results from the open questions answered by the customers.  

This section is divided into four main parts. The first and second part are the general 

information and the third and forth part are two interconnection parts (communication 

messages from the company and the response to marketing activities of the customers) based 
on the author’s conceptual framework in Figure 2.5 that presented earlier in the thesis.  

 

4.1 General information about Facebook 

Facebook is a social network website where users interact with their friend, family, 

co-workers or others who have similar interests. Facebook allows users to create profiles that 

include their information, interests, and photos to notify friends about themselves.  

Communicating with friends and other users can be done through wall post or private 

message. Users can also create and join interest groups and pages (Facebook, 2010). 

 
4.1.1 Facebook statistic  

 
The number of Facebook users grows continuously. Facebook reaches over 400 

million active users all over the world in March 2010 as shown in figure 4.1. In addition, 50% 

of active users log on to Facebook everyday. Average user has 130 friends in their contact 

and connected to 60 pages, groups and events (Facebook, 2010). 

 

 
 

Figure 4.1: Facebook active user worldwide (Facebook statistic, 2010) 
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4.1.2 Facebook Features 
 
News Feed 

New feed has show in Facebook page when users logged into Facebook. It let user to 

see updated list of their friends' Facebook activity. News Feed included with 

information for example profile changes, upcoming events, and birthdays, among 

other updates as well as updated from interest group or company in users list 

(Facebook, 2010). 

 

Wall  

Facebook provided a space on user's profile page that allows friends to post messages. 

The wall is visible to anyone who become a user’s friend, many users use wall of their 

friend in order to leave notes. In addition, users can post photo, video and link in their 

friend’s wall to share their common interest (Facebook, 2010). 

 

Status updates 

Facebook has a feature called "status updates" which allows users to post messages 

for their friends to read. Their friend can respond with their own comments, and also 

press the "Like" button to show that they enjoyed reading it. A user's most recent 

status update appears at the top of their profile, and is also noted in the "Recently 

updated" section of a user's friend list (Facebook, 2010). 

 
 
Photo and video uploads 
 
As Facebook allows users to create profiles that include their information, interests, 

and photos. Users can upload a picture of them or interest picture in their profile and 

sorted by albums and make it noticeable from other users by “tag” their friends in 

picture. In addition, users can upload and share video both in user’s wall in their 

friend’s wall (Facebook, 2010). 
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Networks, group’s pages 

Facebook also allows users, organizations and companies from different network 

create group which other users, employees, service users or customers can join. 

Groups are used for update recent news contents, events, photos, posted items from 

owner of pages, owners can send updates to their fans, which show up on their home 

page. Also used for discussion between owner and other users. Groups are a way of 

enabling a number of people to come together online to share information and discuss 

specific subjects (Facebook, 2010). 

 

4.2 General information about Nokia page on Facebook 

Nokia has created an official fan page on Facebook and there are almost a million 

international fans on their page which has been observed on May 15, 2010 by the authors.   

Apart from Facebook features such as wall post, photo, video and discussion, Nokia 

has provided several features in the form of tab menu on their fan page on Facebook. Some of 

key features are as the following:  

 

• Nokia tab   

 

On this page, Nokia has provided the latest information about their products, services, 

applications, events and etc. by provided the link (URL) to their official Nokia blog and also 

provided a link (URL) to their online store as shown in the screenshot 4.1.  
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Screenshot 4.1: Nokia tab on Facebook 

 

 

• Ovi maps tab 

 On this page, Nokia has provided the information about the Ovi maps
3
 application. 

Also provided the Ovi maps application for Facebook’s users.  

 

                                                           
3

 Ovi maps is the free navigation application by Nokia for its mobile devices. (Nokia, 2010) 
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• Ovi Store tab 

 On this page, Nokia has provided a lot of free applications for Nokia mobile devices. 

The users need to register for an Ovi
4
 account to download these free applications.  

 For the common activities of Nokia on their page on Facebook will be presented in 

the next part.  

 

4.3 The observation results from the company  

 The observation results from Nokia page on Facebook have been conducted for 4 

months started from January 1, 2010 to April 30, 2010 and divided the results into 4 

categories of the communication messages which are planned messages, product messages, 

service messages and unplanned messages.  

  

4.3.1 Planned messages 

From January 1 to January 31, 2010 

• Video 

 Nokia has posted several video commercials on Nokia page on Facebook in 

 Video  section. Nokia has provided the video commercials in many different versions 

 for different languages and countries  including UK, Germany, Spain, France, Italy, 

 Brazil, Russia and international version in English. 

 

• News updates 

 Nokia has posted news updated about the best applications in 2009 on Ovi store like 

Ovi maps, Facebook, Youtube, games and more. Nevertheless, some Facebook’s 

users have negative responded about this news for example in the screenshot 4.2, 

some of the users responded to this post that “never works” and “Apple store is much 

better than Ovi”. 

                                                           
4

 Ovi is the Nokia’s brand of software and services online (Nokia, 2010).  
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Screenshot 4.2: News update about best applications of 2009 on Ovi store 

 

From February 1 to February 28, 2010 

• Video 

Nokia has posted a video about additional features of Ovi maps. 

 

• News updates 

Nokia has posted the link (URL) for Skype application free download for Symbian 

 phones especially for Nokia S60 as in the screenshot 4.3. Also Nokia has been 

 posted the online activity game that the winner could get a free gift.   

 

 

 

 

 



 

 Screenshot 4.

From March 1 to March 31, 2010

There is no activity regarding 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.3: News update to get free skype on Nokia S60

 

 

From March 1 to March 31, 2010  

There is no activity regarding planned messages on March 2010. 
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News update to get free skype on Nokia S60 



 

From April 1 to April 30, 2010

• Video 

Nokia has posted a video 

There are a lot of positive responses for this video commercial as an example in the 

screenshot 4.4, some users gave comments like 

 

Screenshot 4.

 

 

 

From April 1 to April 30, 2010 

posted a video commercial for Ovi maps application for Nokia devices.

There are a lot of positive responses for this video commercial as an example in the 

screenshot 4.4, some users gave comments like “that nice and cool”

4.4: Video commercial of Ovi maps application
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commercial for Ovi maps application for Nokia devices. 

There are a lot of positive responses for this video commercial as an example in the 

“that nice and cool” and “that good”. 

 
Video commercial of Ovi maps application 



 

4.3.2 Product messages 

There is no activity regarding product messages

 

From March 1 to March 31, 2010 

• Video 

Nokia has posted a series of video

impact of Nokia devices with

screenshot 4.5. 

 

 

Screenshot 4.5

 

 

 

 

regarding product messages during January and

From March 1 to March 31, 2010  

a series of video about the energy saving, positive environmental 

impact of Nokia devices with the concept “It’s easy to be green” as 

5: A series of video in the concept it’s easy to be green
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and February 2010. 

about the energy saving, positive environmental 

oncept “It’s easy to be green” as shown in the 

: A series of video in the concept it’s easy to be green 



 

• Photo 

Nokia has posted a photo 

was the first appearance of this device

social networking.   

 

Screenshot

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

posted a photo of the new Nokia C5 device as in the screenshot 

was the first appearance of this device and presented that is smartphone optimized for 

Screenshot 4.6: Photo of Nokia C5 
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as in the screenshot 4.6 which 

and presented that is smartphone optimized for 

 



 

From April 1 to April 30, 2010

• Video 

Nokia has posted the sneak pe

later posted demonstration video of their new product (Introducing the new Nokia N8) 

on their page in wall section; the video presented the features, specifications and 

applications of Nokia N8 in details. 

period and before the Nokia N8 will be released. Once the Nokia N8 sneak peek video 

has been posted, Nokia got a lot of responses from the customers. From screenshot 

4.7 shows that there were 1,056 clicked like to this video and there are 180 comments 

which have more on positive responses on this video. That was quite high response 

rate compares to other that have been posted.   

 

Screenshot 4.

From April 1 to April 30, 2010 

has posted the sneak peek video of the latest device Nokia N8 and few days 

later posted demonstration video of their new product (Introducing the new Nokia N8) 

on their page in wall section; the video presented the features, specifications and 

of Nokia N8 in details. These activities have been done on announcement 

period and before the Nokia N8 will be released. Once the Nokia N8 sneak peek video 

has been posted, Nokia got a lot of responses from the customers. From screenshot 

ere were 1,056 clicked like to this video and there are 180 comments 

which have more on positive responses on this video. That was quite high response 

rate compares to other that have been posted.    

4.7: Sneak peek video of Nokia N8 on Facebook
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t device Nokia N8 and few days 

later posted demonstration video of their new product (Introducing the new Nokia N8) 

on their page in wall section; the video presented the features, specifications and 

These activities have been done on announcement 

period and before the Nokia N8 will be released. Once the Nokia N8 sneak peek video 

has been posted, Nokia got a lot of responses from the customers. From screenshot 

ere were 1,056 clicked like to this video and there are 180 comments 

which have more on positive responses on this video. That was quite high response 

 
of Nokia N8 on Facebook 
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• Photo 

Nokia has posted a photo set of the new Nokia N8, Nokia C3, Nokia C6 and 

 Nokia E5. The screenshot 4.8 is the example of Nokia E8 photo set which has a lot of

 responses from the Facebook’s users compare to other posts as 2,347 people clicked 

 like to this photo set.  

 

 
Screenshot 4.8: A photo set of Nokia N8 on Facebook 
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• News Updated 

Nokia has posted the news updated for the first appearance of the latest new products 

which are Nokia C3, Nokia C6 and Nokia E5. This announcement has created a lot of 

feedback about the new devices. For example in the screenshot 4.9, one of Facebook’s 

users said “E5 copper brown seems nice I wish it was in hot pink as well”.   

 

 

 
Screenshot 4.9: Announcement of New products Nokia C3, C6 and E5 on Facebook 
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4.3.3 Service messages 

 There is no activity regarding service messages on January, February and March 
2010. 

From April 1 to April 30, 2010 

• News Updates 

Nokia has posted the news updated about Ovi maps free download navigation for 

Nokia E71 and E66 as the customers’ requested. From this posted, the customers has 

also requested for this application for the other devices through their comments. For 

example in the screenshot 4.10, the customers have requested the application for E85 

and E90 as well.    

Screenshot 4.10: News update about free Ovi maps for Nokia E71 and E66 
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• Discussions 

The first discussion of Nokia on Discussions board on Facebook has started on April 

2010. Nokia has discussed with their customers to solve the problems, gave advices 

and also provided products supported by posted them in the discussions section as in 

the screenshot 4.11. On April 4, 2010, one of Facebook’s user has asked for help in 

the discussion board about the problem when updating the Ovi maps 3.3.   

“Is there anyone else who has an issue updating their maps on N97? tried to do it via 

the phone and it says "failed"....PLEASE HELP!....NOKIA...OVI...ANYONE!!!!:(” 

Later on April 7, 2010, Nokia has responded to the question as below.  

“Hi, Sorry to hear you have been having problems, if you head on over to 

http://discussions.europe.nokia.com/t5/Nseries-Devices-and-S60/n97-maps-3-03-

update-failed-firmware-v2-1/m-p/621136  then this thread might help?”.     

 

 
Screenshot 4.11: Discussions about Ovi maps update 
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4.3.4 Unplanned messages  

From January 1 – April 30, 2010 

• Discussions 

 There are a lot of messages have been freely posted and answered by the customers in 

 the discussions section both positive and negative aspects of the Nokia’s products, 

 services and applications. Screenshot 4.12 shows the Nokia discussions board.  

Screenshot 4.12: Nokia discussions board 
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 There is an example of the negative feedback about the Nokia’s services on 

Discussions board on Facebook as screenshot 4.13 which has been posted on January 

6, 2010 by one of Facebook’s user, “Maybe, just maybe by placing my complaint here 

I can get some attention from Nokia, Nokia Care and the Nokia Messaging Team. 

Here's how and why you're losing market share to the iPhone and the like. Somehow 

my Nokia Messaging account has been deactivated and no one can help me reactivate 

it. It's been 18 days without any help from Nokia Care or the carrier. I have made 20 

calls to Nokia Care and they simply don't care. By now I am seriously what I'm going 

to buy, a Blackberry Storm or the iPhone 3GS”. 

Screenshot 4.13: Negative feedback about Nokia services on Discussions board 

 

 Apart from discussions section, unplanned messages have been posted by the 

 customers in the form of comments or click “Like” in the photo, video and news 

 update which have been mentioned earlier since Facebook is allowed to do that.   
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The summary of the observations from Nokia on Facebook  

 The table below presents the summary of all activities that have been done by Nokia 
on Facebook during January to April 2010.  

 

Period Planned messages Product messages Service messages 
January 2010    
 Videos 

News updates 
- - 

February 2010    
 Videos 

News updates 
- - 

March 2010    
 - Videos 

Photos 
- 

April 2010    
 Videos 

 
Videos 
Photos 
News updates 

News updates 
Discussions 

 

Table 4.1: The summary of activities on Nokia page on Facebook 

(Source: The author’s observation) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

4.4 The open questions results from the customers

 For this part, the research has been conducted to understand how marketing activities 

on Facebook works toward customers by uses 

(Evans, Jamal and Foxall, 2006) to be our model. The 20 respondents who took part i

open questions are the international Facebook’s users who are a fan of Nokia. These 

respondents are involved in marketing activities of Nokia fan page on Facebook. 

 The sequential effects of customers’ response to marketing

categories. 

 

4.4.1 Exposure 

 In order to understand customer response to marketing activity, we need to start from 

what is known as exposure. For this stage, we ask respondents two questions.

“How and why do you become a Facebook user?” and “How often do you spend time on 

Facebook?” and the survey results show as following: 

 For the question of “How and why do you become a Facebook user?” we have 

different answers for examples

“It provides me a channel to keep in touch with all my friends in the same 
time. We all are able to connect everyone in our friend list together” 
Fok-
“It was because my sister and mom wanted to contact me while going 
aboard and we deemed that Facebook is a useful virtual community” 
Miralem Dubinovic-

“Because it’s easy way to getconnect with friends especially the old friends 
that I didn’t contact for a long time” 

“I become a Facebook’s user by the suggestion from my friend”                                     
-Phromporn Pinyotrakool

Figure 

The open questions results from the customers 

For this part, the research has been conducted to understand how marketing activities 

on Facebook works toward customers by uses sequential effects of response to marketing 

Evans, Jamal and Foxall, 2006) to be our model. The 20 respondents who took part i

open questions are the international Facebook’s users who are a fan of Nokia. These 

respondents are involved in marketing activities of Nokia fan page on Facebook. 

equential effects of customers’ response to marketing activities divided into 7 

In order to understand customer response to marketing activity, we need to start from 

what is known as exposure. For this stage, we ask respondents two questions.

“How and why do you become a Facebook user?” and “How often do you spend time on 

Facebook?” and the survey results show as following:  

For the question of “How and why do you become a Facebook user?” we have 

different answers for examples 

“It provides me a channel to keep in touch with all my friends in the same 
time. We all are able to connect everyone in our friend list together” 

“It was because my sister and mom wanted to contact me while going 
aboard and we deemed that Facebook is a useful virtual community” 

“Because it’s easy way to getconnect with friends especially the old friends 
that I didn’t contact for a long time” -Praparnrus Yu-

“I become a Facebook’s user by the suggestion from my friend”                                     
Phromporn Pinyotrakool-

Figure 4.2: Open questions (April, 2010). 
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For this part, the research has been conducted to understand how marketing activities 

sequential effects of response to marketing 

Evans, Jamal and Foxall, 2006) to be our model. The 20 respondents who took part in our 

open questions are the international Facebook’s users who are a fan of Nokia. These 

respondents are involved in marketing activities of Nokia fan page on Facebook.  

activities divided into 7 

In order to understand customer response to marketing activity, we need to start from 

what is known as exposure. For this stage, we ask respondents two questions. 

“How and why do you become a Facebook user?” and “How often do you spend time on 

For the question of “How and why do you become a Facebook user?” we have 

“It provides me a channel to keep in touch with all my friends in the same 
time. We all are able to connect everyone in our friend list together” -Edwin 

“It was because my sister and mom wanted to contact me while going 
aboard and we deemed that Facebook is a useful virtual community” -

“Because it’s easy way to getconnect with friends especially the old friends 

“I become a Facebook’s user by the suggestion from my friend”                                     



 

 These respondents from

order to get connect with their friend and family. There are different answers f

example.  

 

 

 These respondents from figure 4.

order to expand their social network and it’s popular.

 

 For the question of “How often do you spend time on Facebook?” 

the same from the following example

 

 

Figure 

“I become a Facebook’s user because it’s a popular social network”                           
-Mario A. Palma-

“The main reason is that I would like to more socialize and also to expand my 
social networking in both locally and internationally” 

Figure 

“I used Facebook everyday, check almost every hour for the day time. Generally, I 
spent 10-15 minutes per each visit” 

“I visited Facebook everyday, about two times per day and timing would be 
around 1-2 hours per each visit” 

“I spend time on Facebook everyday. I generally visit about 
approximately” -Fabio Ferry

from Figure 4.2 explained that they become a Facebook user in 

order to get connect with their friend and family. There are different answers f

from figure 4.3 explained that they become a Facebook user in 

order to expand their social network and it’s popular. 

For the question of “How often do you spend time on Facebook?” 

example. 

Figure 4.4: Open questions (April, 2010). 

“I become a Facebook’s user because it’s a popular social network”                           

“The main reason is that I would like to more socialize and also to expand my 
social networking in both locally and internationally” -Mohamed Hassan

Figure 4.3: Open questions (April, 2010). 

“I used Facebook everyday, check almost every hour for the day time. Generally, I 
minutes per each visit” -Praparnrus Yu-

“I visited Facebook everyday, about two times per day and timing would be 
hours per each visit” -Lutv Damnweed-

“I spend time on Facebook everyday. I generally visit about 30 minutes per time 
Fabio Ferry-
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explained that they become a Facebook user in 

order to get connect with their friend and family. There are different answers from following 

explained that they become a Facebook user in 

For the question of “How often do you spend time on Facebook?” The answer quite 

“I become a Facebook’s user because it’s a popular social network”                           

“The main reason is that I would like to more socialize and also to expand my 
Mohamed Hassan-

“I used Facebook everyday, check almost every hour for the day time. Generally, I 

“I visited Facebook everyday, about two times per day and timing would be 

minutes per time 



 

 Most of the respondents spend time on Facebook everyday while small numbers of 

respondents occasionally visit the Facebook page.

 

Figure 

 

4.4.2 Attention 

 In this stage, the question “How often do you generally visit Nokia fan page on 

Facebook?” was design in order to evaluate opportunity that customer will notices or sees the 

messages in Nokia fan page on Facebook. The respondents answer quite different in various 

behaviors. 

 

Figure 

 

 Based on answering from figure 4.

Facebook everyday. They hardly visit the page once a month or 1

“I occasionally visit the page and about a couple minutes since I am quite busy”       
-Hartley Fread-

“I visited when there is an updated about their products, it will show in my 
homepage, and then I click it to visit its page” 

“Every time I login Facebook” 

“It’s about 3-4 times per week” 

“Once a month” - Hartley Fread

Most of the respondents spend time on Facebook everyday while small numbers of 

respondents occasionally visit the Facebook page. 

Figure 4.5: Open questions (April, 2010). 

stage, the question “How often do you generally visit Nokia fan page on 

Facebook?” was design in order to evaluate opportunity that customer will notices or sees the 

fan page on Facebook. The respondents answer quite different in various 

Figure 4.6: Open questions (April, 2010). 

from figure 4.6, most respondents not visit Nokia fan page on 

Facebook everyday. They hardly visit the page once a month or 1-2 times per week.

“I occasionally visit the page and about a couple minutes since I am quite busy”       

“I visited when there is an updated about their products, it will show in my 
homepage, and then I click it to visit its page” -Phromporn Pinyotrakool

“Every time I login Facebook” -Edwin Fok-

times per week” -Mario A. Palma-

Hartley Fread-
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Most of the respondents spend time on Facebook everyday while small numbers of 

stage, the question “How often do you generally visit Nokia fan page on 

Facebook?” was design in order to evaluate opportunity that customer will notices or sees the 

fan page on Facebook. The respondents answer quite different in various 

, most respondents not visit Nokia fan page on 

2 times per week. 

“I occasionally visit the page and about a couple minutes since I am quite busy”       

“I visited when there is an updated about their products, it will show in my 
Phromporn Pinyotrakool-



 

4.4.3 Perception 

 In this stage, the question “What perception behind this fan page registration of 

Nokia?” was design in order to check what they recognize and select to register Nokia fan 

page. The answers of the respondents

following example. 

 

 

Figure 

 

 Most respondents perceived that Nokia fan page on Facebook could provide them an 

updated information, product review and new downloaded application. There are different 

answers from the following example

 

Figure 

“As now I’m using Nokia mobile phone then I want to see an update about new 
models in order to re-purchase, also new applications to install in my mobile”        
-Fabio Ferry-

“I would like to get update the update about technological development relevant 
to Nokia phone and new mobile model” 

“That would be an easy way to know the latest news from Nokia”                               
-Priyanka Gupta-

“Nokia fan page provided discussion board in order to let those people who 
interest in the same thing can share experience about Nokia through comment”   
-Mona Soliman-

“To know the comment from the other about the product review” 
Hassan-

In this stage, the question “What perception behind this fan page registration of 

Nokia?” was design in order to check what they recognize and select to register Nokia fan 

respondents from figure 4.7 are various perceptions from th

Figure 4.7: Open questions (April, 2010). 

Most respondents perceived that Nokia fan page on Facebook could provide them an 

updated information, product review and new downloaded application. There are different 

example. 

Figure 4.8: Open questions (April, 2010). 

“As now I’m using Nokia mobile phone then I want to see an update about new 
purchase, also new applications to install in my mobile”        

“I would like to get update the update about technological development relevant 
to Nokia phone and new mobile model” -Miralem Dubinovic-

“That would be an easy way to know the latest news from Nokia”                               

“Nokia fan page provided discussion board in order to let those people who 
interest in the same thing can share experience about Nokia through comment”   

“To know the comment from the other about the product review” -Mohamed 
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In this stage, the question “What perception behind this fan page registration of 

Nokia?” was design in order to check what they recognize and select to register Nokia fan 

are various perceptions from the 

Most respondents perceived that Nokia fan page on Facebook could provide them an 

updated information, product review and new downloaded application. There are different 

“As now I’m using Nokia mobile phone then I want to see an update about new 
purchase, also new applications to install in my mobile”        

“I would like to get update the update about technological development relevant 

“That would be an easy way to know the latest news from Nokia”                               

“Nokia fan page provided discussion board in order to let those people who 
interest in the same thing can share experience about Nokia through comment”   

Mohamed 



 

 These respondents from figure 4.

order to share experience and read review from other users who own Nokia mobile. 

4.9 is the respondent who interest

Figure 

 

 Some of the respondents perceived that Nokia fan page on Facebook could provide 

them a special offers and promotion

 

4.4.4 Learning 

 According to Evans, Jamal and Foxall (2006), they mentioned that learning is the 

stage where the customer remembers the messages by storing it in memory. For this stage, we 

ask respondents two questions “What are your expectations from being a fan of Nokia

Facebook?” and “What do you remember on Nokia fan page on Facebook?” and the survey 

results show as following:  

 For the question of “What are your expectations from being a fan of Nokia on 

Facebook?” we want to study what the respondents expect from v

Facebook. We can divided the 

 

• The first is they could update general information about Nokia’s product or service

in figure 4.10.   

 

 

“We could get special offer such as E
users” -Lutv Damnweed-

from figure 4.8 perceived that they can communicate with other in 

order to share experience and read review from other users who own Nokia mobile. 

who interests in offering from Nokia fan page on Facebook.

Figure 4.9: Open questions (April, 2010). 

Some of the respondents perceived that Nokia fan page on Facebook could provide 

and promotions for Nokia’s fan on Facebook.  

According to Evans, Jamal and Foxall (2006), they mentioned that learning is the 

stage where the customer remembers the messages by storing it in memory. For this stage, we 

ask respondents two questions “What are your expectations from being a fan of Nokia

Facebook?” and “What do you remember on Nokia fan page on Facebook?” and the survey 

For the question of “What are your expectations from being a fan of Nokia on 

Facebook?” we want to study what the respondents expect from visit Nokia fan page on 

the answers into three categories.  

hey could update general information about Nokia’s product or service

“We could get special offer such as E-Coupon from Nokia especially for Facebook 
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perceived that they can communicate with other in 

order to share experience and read review from other users who own Nokia mobile. Figure 

in offering from Nokia fan page on Facebook. 

Some of the respondents perceived that Nokia fan page on Facebook could provide 

According to Evans, Jamal and Foxall (2006), they mentioned that learning is the 

stage where the customer remembers the messages by storing it in memory. For this stage, we 

ask respondents two questions “What are your expectations from being a fan of Nokia on 

Facebook?” and “What do you remember on Nokia fan page on Facebook?” and the survey 

For the question of “What are your expectations from being a fan of Nokia on 

isit Nokia fan page on 

hey could update general information about Nokia’s product or service as 

Coupon from Nokia especially for Facebook 



 

 

Figure 

 

• The second is they could get the special offer

shown in figure 4.11. 

 

 

Figure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“I expected to know what will be the next feature of Nokia and what the 
advantage of the new feature” 

“Get latest information or news from Nokia” 

“Have special offer from Nokia such as Nokia community on Facebook have the 
discounts for any new product special for Facebook fan and to update latest 
news from Nokia before other media” 

“To increase a chance to get the great offer for new products as well as to know 
how cool new stuffs are” 

Figure 4.10: Open questions (April, 2010). 

could get the special offers from Nokia on Facebook page

Figure 4.11: Open questions (April, 2010). 

“I expected to know what will be the next feature of Nokia and what the 
advantage of the new feature” -Edwin Fok-

“Get latest information or news from Nokia” -Yuka Kasahara-

“Have special offer from Nokia such as Nokia community on Facebook have the 
discounts for any new product special for Facebook fan and to update latest 
news from Nokia before other media” -Lutv Damnweed-

“To increase a chance to get the great offer for new products as well as to know 
how cool new stuffs are” -Phromporn Pinyotrakool-
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from Nokia on Facebook page as 

“I expected to know what will be the next feature of Nokia and what the 

“Have special offer from Nokia such as Nokia community on Facebook have the 
discounts for any new product special for Facebook fan and to update latest 

“To increase a chance to get the great offer for new products as well as to know 



 

 

• The third is they could get a new product’s review in order to decide their purchasing

as shown in figure 4.12

 

 

Figure 

 

 For the question of “What do you remember on Nokia fan page on Facebook?” we 

designed this question in order to measure what the respondents learning and remember from 

visiting Nokia fan page on Facebook. The r

example in figure 4.13. 

 

Figure 

“I can get the latest news and updates from the page of Nokia, its useful 
information to decide the next purchase” 

“New product review and some updated application that being famous on the 
market” -Praparnrus Yu

“Nokia always post interest and updated information about their product”               
-Mario A. Palma-

“There are photo of product posted by Nokia and Nokia users which I like to view 
it” -Fabio Ferry-

“This fan page always post new video commercial of Nokia product”                           
-Hartley Fread-

hey could get a new product’s review in order to decide their purchasing

2.  

Figure 4.12: Open questions (April, 2010). 

For the question of “What do you remember on Nokia fan page on Facebook?” we 

designed this question in order to measure what the respondents learning and remember from 

visiting Nokia fan page on Facebook. The respondents answer in various perceptions for 

Figure 4.13: Open questions (April, 2010). 

“I can get the latest news and updates from the page of Nokia, its useful 
information to decide the next purchase” -Miralem Dubinovic-

“New product review and some updated application that being famous on the 
Praparnrus Yu-

“Nokia always post interest and updated information about their product”               

“There are photo of product posted by Nokia and Nokia users which I like to view 

“This fan page always post new video commercial of Nokia product”                           
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hey could get a new product’s review in order to decide their purchasing 

For the question of “What do you remember on Nokia fan page on Facebook?” we 

designed this question in order to measure what the respondents learning and remember from 

espondents answer in various perceptions for 

“I can get the latest news and updates from the page of Nokia, its useful 

“New product review and some updated application that being famous on the 

“Nokia always post interest and updated information about their product”               

“There are photo of product posted by Nokia and Nokia users which I like to view 

“This fan page always post new video commercial of Nokia product”                           



 

 

 Most of respondents think of information, photo and video posted by Nokia when we 

mentioned about Nokia fan page on Facebook. There are few respondents think of discussion 

board and online store as following 

 

Figure 

 

 

4.4.5 Attitude 

 According to Evans, Jamal and Foxall (2006), they mentioned that a person’s attitude 

is a major outcome of the learning processes. For this stage, we 

“What do you satisfy with activities (news product update, video, photo, discussion board, 

online store, customer support and promotion) provided by Nokia fan page on Facebook? 

And the survey results show as following

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Discussion board which several users and fan can post comment and review a 
product by themselves” 

“Nokia online store, I can check a price and product information” 

Most of respondents think of information, photo and video posted by Nokia when we 

mentioned about Nokia fan page on Facebook. There are few respondents think of discussion 

board and online store as following example in figure 4.14. 

Figure 4.14: Open questions (April, 2010). 

According to Evans, Jamal and Foxall (2006), they mentioned that a person’s attitude 

is a major outcome of the learning processes. For this stage, we have asked

“What do you satisfy with activities (news product update, video, photo, discussion board, 

online store, customer support and promotion) provided by Nokia fan page on Facebook? 

And the survey results show as following figure 4.15:  

“Discussion board which several users and fan can post comment and review a 
product by themselves” -Priyanka Gupta-

“Nokia online store, I can check a price and product information” -Alex Dalton
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Most of respondents think of information, photo and video posted by Nokia when we 

mentioned about Nokia fan page on Facebook. There are few respondents think of discussion 

According to Evans, Jamal and Foxall (2006), they mentioned that a person’s attitude 

ed respondents that 

“What do you satisfy with activities (news product update, video, photo, discussion board, 

online store, customer support and promotion) provided by Nokia fan page on Facebook? 

“Discussion board which several users and fan can post comment and review a 

Alex Dalton-



 

 

Figure 

 

 Based on answering from figure 4.1

that provide by Nokia fan page on Facebook while some respondents satisfied with some 

activities. 

 

4.4.6 Action 

 In this stage, two questions “What activities do you participate in Nokia fan page on 

Facebook? (Post, comment, click link, sees the video/photo or etc.)” and “Do you consider 

purchasing Nokia product through Nokia online store?” were design in order to survey their 

action when they visit Nokia fan page on Facebook and will they consider to purchase a 

product from this fan page. 

 

 For the question of “What activities do you participate in Nokia fan page on 

Facebook? (Post, comment, click link, sees the video/photo or etc.)” M

to read news, see video and photo of new products as following example

“Everything in this fan page were perfect, I can find information that I am interest 
and also communicate with other users as well” 

“I am satisfied with this fan page since I am Nokia user I enjoy to visit this fan 
page every time I log in to Facebook” 

“I am quite satisfied but I think that some parts on fan page are unnecessary such 
as photo from Nokia users” 

“Nokia should offer more promotion for fan in Facebook” 

Figure 4.15: Open questions (April, 2010). 

from figure 4.15, most respondents satisfied with all activities 

that provide by Nokia fan page on Facebook while some respondents satisfied with some 

questions “What activities do you participate in Nokia fan page on 

Facebook? (Post, comment, click link, sees the video/photo or etc.)” and “Do you consider 

purchasing Nokia product through Nokia online store?” were design in order to survey their 

hen they visit Nokia fan page on Facebook and will they consider to purchase a 

For the question of “What activities do you participate in Nokia fan page on 

Facebook? (Post, comment, click link, sees the video/photo or etc.)” Most respondents prefer 

to read news, see video and photo of new products as following example from figure 4.1

“Everything in this fan page were perfect, I can find information that I am interest 
and also communicate with other users as well” -Phromporn Pinyotrakool

“I am satisfied with this fan page since I am Nokia user I enjoy to visit this fan 
page every time I log in to Facebook” -Mohamed Hassan-

“I am quite satisfied but I think that some parts on fan page are unnecessary such 
as photo from Nokia users” -Yuka Kasahara-

“Nokia should offer more promotion for fan in Facebook” -Miralem Dubinovic
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, most respondents satisfied with all activities 

that provide by Nokia fan page on Facebook while some respondents satisfied with some 

questions “What activities do you participate in Nokia fan page on 

Facebook? (Post, comment, click link, sees the video/photo or etc.)” and “Do you consider 

purchasing Nokia product through Nokia online store?” were design in order to survey their 

hen they visit Nokia fan page on Facebook and will they consider to purchase a 

For the question of “What activities do you participate in Nokia fan page on 

ost respondents prefer 

from figure 4.16. 

“Everything in this fan page were perfect, I can find information that I am interest 
Phromporn Pinyotrakool-

“I am satisfied with this fan page since I am Nokia user I enjoy to visit this fan 

“I am quite satisfied but I think that some parts on fan page are unnecessary such 

Miralem Dubinovic-



 

 

Figure 

 

 However, some respondents prefer

and comments and some respondents prefer to check promotion from Nokia

 

Figure 

“See video because it makes me to see the real phone from video that I can know 
the shape when the presenter touches, move or do anything with the product. I 
think it’s very helpful when I have to decide to buy that product” 

“I just clicked on the link and see the video and photo. I am participated these 
above mentioned activities because I just want to look around fan page and 
curiously scan for some information that might useful for me”                                     
-Phromporn Pinyotrakool

“Click the link, view the photos and video and read the article as it enlighten me 
to know more about Nokia brand in various views” 

“If there is some question then I will post to ask, there is other users reply the 
post, it is quite nice community” 

“Discussing undiscovered capabilities of my Nokia phone with other users”              
-Mona Soliman-

“Check the updated promotion” 

Figure 4.16: Open questions (April, 2010). 

However, some respondents prefer to discuss with other through discussion

and comments and some respondents prefer to check promotion from Nokia

Figure 4.17: Open questions (April, 2010). 

“See video because it makes me to see the real phone from video that I can know 
the shape when the presenter touches, move or do anything with the product. I 
think it’s very helpful when I have to decide to buy that product” -Praparnrus Yu

“I just clicked on the link and see the video and photo. I am participated these 
above mentioned activities because I just want to look around fan page and 
curiously scan for some information that might useful for me”                                     
Phromporn Pinyotrakool-

“Click the link, view the photos and video and read the article as it enlighten me 
to know more about Nokia brand in various views” -Fabio Ferry-

“If there is some question then I will post to ask, there is other users reply the 
post, it is quite nice community” -Praparnrus Yu-

“Discussing undiscovered capabilities of my Nokia phone with other users”              

“Check the updated promotion” -Hartley Fread-
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to discuss with other through discussions board 

and comments and some respondents prefer to check promotion from Nokia as in figure 4.17. 

“See video because it makes me to see the real phone from video that I can know 
the shape when the presenter touches, move or do anything with the product. I 

Praparnrus Yu-

“I just clicked on the link and see the video and photo. I am participated these 
above mentioned activities because I just want to look around fan page and 
curiously scan for some information that might useful for me”                                     

“Click the link, view the photos and video and read the article as it enlighten me 

“If there is some question then I will post to ask, there is other users reply the 

“Discussing undiscovered capabilities of my Nokia phone with other users”              



 

 For the question of “Do you consider purchasing Nokia product through Nokia online 

store?” Almost all respondents

online store but they have some conditions as following example

 

Figure 

 

And there are some answers that the respondents don’t consider purchasing

through Nokia online store as following example

 

Figure 

“I am considering a new Nokia recharger, absolutely sure to order through online 
store” -Alex Dalton-

“Yes, I’m considering purchasing a product through online store. All information 
in Nokia page involve in my purchase decision too. However it’s limited to some 
product I focused on” -Praparnrus Yu

“Yes, it is convenience…take into the consideration that they have a very good 
security system” -Yuka Kasahara

“I consider a new Nokia phone after I watch a video and picture of new product”    
-Priyanka Gupta-

“No, because I concern about the security” 

“Nope, I do prefer physical purchase” 

For the question of “Do you consider purchasing Nokia product through Nokia online 

respondents are considered purchasing Nokia product through Nokia 

online store but they have some conditions as following example from figure 4.1

Figure 4.18: Open questions (April, 2010). 

And there are some answers that the respondents don’t consider purchasing

through Nokia online store as following example from figure 4.19 

Figure 4.19: Open questions (April, 2010). 

“I am considering a new Nokia recharger, absolutely sure to order through online 

“Yes, I’m considering purchasing a product through online store. All information 
in Nokia page involve in my purchase decision too. However it’s limited to some 

Praparnrus Yu-

“Yes, it is convenience…take into the consideration that they have a very good 
Yuka Kasahara-

“I consider a new Nokia phone after I watch a video and picture of new product”    

“No, because I concern about the security” -Fabio Ferry-

“Nope, I do prefer physical purchase” -Lutv Damnweed-
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For the question of “Do you consider purchasing Nokia product through Nokia online 

purchasing Nokia product through Nokia 

from figure 4.18. 

And there are some answers that the respondents don’t consider purchasing Nokia product 

“I am considering a new Nokia recharger, absolutely sure to order through online 

“Yes, I’m considering purchasing a product through online store. All information 
in Nokia page involve in my purchase decision too. However it’s limited to some 

“Yes, it is convenience…take into the consideration that they have a very good 

“I consider a new Nokia phone after I watch a video and picture of new product”    



 

4.4.7 Post-purchase 

 According to Evans, Jamal and Foxall (2006), they mentioned that post

the stage that the customer 

communication to others. For this stage, we ask respondents “Have you invite your friends to 

join the Nokia fan page on Facebook?” to survey that how they respond by invite others 

friend to get connect with Nokia fan page on Facebook and the survey results show as 

following example from figure 4.

 

 

Figure 

 

 Most of respondents haven’t invited their friend to join the Nokia fan page on 

Facebook. 

 

 

 

“No, but I believe that if they see my wall that I joined Nokia page and they are 
also interested, they will join by themselves” 

“No, actually I never invite my friend to join any pages” 

“No, I haven’t invited any friends to join the Nokia fan page on Facebook”                
-Mario A. Palma-

According to Evans, Jamal and Foxall (2006), they mentioned that post

the stage that the customer responds to the activities. It can create word of mouth 

communication to others. For this stage, we ask respondents “Have you invite your friends to 

join the Nokia fan page on Facebook?” to survey that how they respond by invite others 

t with Nokia fan page on Facebook and the survey results show as 

from figure 4.20.  

Figure 4.20: Open questions (April, 2010). 

Most of respondents haven’t invited their friend to join the Nokia fan page on 

 

 

 

 

“No, but I believe that if they see my wall that I joined Nokia page and they are 
also interested, they will join by themselves” -Phromporn Pinyotrakool

“No, actually I never invite my friend to join any pages” -Mohamed Hassan

“No, I haven’t invited any friends to join the Nokia fan page on Facebook”                
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According to Evans, Jamal and Foxall (2006), they mentioned that post-purchase is 

responds to the activities. It can create word of mouth 

communication to others. For this stage, we ask respondents “Have you invite your friends to 

join the Nokia fan page on Facebook?” to survey that how they respond by invite others 

t with Nokia fan page on Facebook and the survey results show as 

Most of respondents haven’t invited their friend to join the Nokia fan page on 

“No, but I believe that if they see my wall that I joined Nokia page and they are 
Phromporn Pinyotrakool-

Mohamed Hassan-

“No, I haven’t invited any friends to join the Nokia fan page on Facebook”                
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5. Analysis 

This section will present the connection between the empirical findings and the 

theoretical framework. The analysis is structured in accordance to the conceptual framework 

model by the authors.   

The empirical findings from open questions and observation are resulted in three main 

parts of the analysis. The first part is Communication messages. The second part is Brand 

awareness and relationship marketing. The third part is Response to marketing activities.  

 

5.1 Communication messages 

The communication messages describe how Nokia uses Facebook as a marketing 

communication channel and how Nokia can creates a relationship with their customers. The 

empirical findings of this research indicate four kinds of communication messages that have 

been sent by Nokia through Facebook social network site as the following:  

 

5.1.1 Planned messages 

From the empirical findings on planned messages, it is indicated that Nokia has 

posted the news update and video commercial on Facebook regularly. Some of these video 

commercials have been produced and posted in various versions in many different languages. 

This shows that Nokia try to communicate targeting their international customers in different 

countries through online social networks. However, the video commercials have been posted 

about once a month. According to this rate of frequency, it indicates that Nokia try not to put 

too much effort through the advertisement because they realized that planned messages are 

the least trustworthy. Instead, they have posted the video commercials together with the news 

update in order to balance the attempt of advertisement and the update about the latest news 

to their customers. So the target customers do not feel that they have been pushed too much 

in the direct sale.  

 

5.1.2 Product messages  

Based on the empirical findings on product messages, it indicated that Nokia has posted 

a series of videos on Facebook to portray how Nokia mobile devices can possibly help their 
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customers reducing damage on the natural environment in the concept of “It’s easy to be 

green”. This communicated messages and interactive medias apparently evident that Nokia 

try to utilize online social network to increase the positive attitude towards products and 

brand in order to differentiate their product from other players. Besides, Nokia has posted the 

sneak peek video (screenshot 4.7) of the new products on Facebook before it is launched to 

the market. According to the high response rate and positive comments of this product 

message on online social networks, Nokia gain considerable public attention from their 

customer bases and create word-of-mouth agents generating more buzz towards new product 

and broader group. Moreover, to post the sneak peek video of the new product on the social 

network sites can make the customers feel exclusive that they have seen it before other. This 

attraction also creates the positive relationship between the company and the customers. In 

addition, this can made a great value to the company to use online social networks as a new 

marketing channel.        

 

5.1.3 Service messages 

Regarding to the empirical findings on service messages, it indicated that Nokia has 

less focus on their service messages on online social networks since there was no service 

message at all for the first three months of the observation period on Facebook. Moreover, 

Nokia was never response to the customers in the discussions section. However, Nokia has 

started to put more effort on the service messages to their customers on April 2010 by 

answering some questions that were posted by their customers in the discussions section on 

Facebook. This is the good attempt of Nokia in order to build the relationship with their 

customers on online social networks. As a result, Nokia now makes use of the feedback 

messages on discussion section in order to deliver the right stuffs to satisfy customers need.    

  

5.1.4 Unplanned messages      

Regarding to planned product and service messages which have been posted by Nokia 

on Facebook, this can lead to the creation of unplanned messages by the customers. For 

example, Nokia has posted the news update about free download of Skype application for 

Nokia S60 (Screenshot 4.3) then one of the customers has written the comment to ask that 

“Can we use skype in N97?”. From this posted by Nokia also lead to the creation of 
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unplanned messages on discussions board asking about the Skype application for others 

Nokia devices. 

From the empirical findings on unplanned messages, this indicated that the customers 

or users of Nokia on Facebook regularly participate on the Discussions board as well as 

comments or click like on the news, photo, video posted by Nokia. These unplanned 

messages can be positive or negative response or it can be any suggestion or the need of 

customers. Grönroos (2007) mentioned that unplanned messages are considered to be the 

most trustworthiness. Thus, it is very important to the company to keep their customers 

satisfied and fulfill their need as much as possible in order to reduce the negative response of 

the customers as well as maximize the positive response.        

According to all of the communication messages mentioned earlier, it can create and 

increase the level of brand awareness among online social network users. Moreover, 

relationship marketing has been achieved by the communication messages. The following 

section will be presented the creation of brand awareness and relationship marketing in more 

details.   

 

5.2 Brand awareness and relationship marketing 

 The research found support for Facebook as an effective tool for those companies 

using to create relationship and brand awareness with their customer. From the empirical 

findings, internet is a single medium that becomes accessible to mass audience. In addition, 

internet have created a new trend which is online social networking and one of the most 

popular online networks is Facebook. Since Facebook reaches over 400 million active users 

all over the world in March 2010, it could attract large number of fans, users and visitors on 

company page. Many companies use online social network sites to communicate their 

message. These reasons can support the ability of potential customers to recognize or recall a 

brand or “brand awareness”. In this investigation, we intentionally select Nokia on Facebook 

to be our case study. The research found that Nokia deploy Facebook in order to create 

awareness by use many types of messages as we mentioned in communication messages part. 

According to Aaker(1991), Customer will have more positive attitude toward a brand when 

they have knowledge about the brand, they could talk about it more, spread brand awareness 
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and also often involve in buying decision. We also investigated users of Nokia page on 

Facebook, they quite satisfied with the communication messages from Nokia.  

 Online social network sites could be used by company to create relationship 

marketing too. Boyd and Ellison (2007) mentioned that business could use online social 

network sites to sustaining relationships with their customer. According to Grönroos (2007), 

when company attempt to develop a relationship with their customers, the company has to 

use the communication messages. In this case, Nokia use their service messages to attract and 

enhance customer relationship as we mentioned in communication messages part. Even 

though we found in the empirical findings that Nokia just started to interact with their 

customers directly in the discussions section on April 2010 but our respondents haven’t 

complained about it. Relationship marketing could also increase loyalty of customer. Loyalty 

could create from conversations, listening to their comments and responding to their 

comments as Nokia have used it. It is seen from this research that the activity and 

conversations between company and fans could contribute to building relationships that 

reinforce loyalty. Since many fans of Nokia on Facebook like to share and comment on wall 

post, Facebook has shown that it is one of communication tools with appropriate channel for 

Nokia to build up relationships with customers. 

 

5.3 Response of the customers toward marketing activities  

 The empirical findings about customer’s perspective and how they response to the 

Facebook and Nokia page will be analyzed as following 

 

Use of Facebook to meet new people and connect with existing contacts 

 It seems that our participants always use Facebook to keep in touch with their friends 

and family. Facebook provided a way to keep in touch with old friends and colleagues. This 

can be occurred through information on users' profiles page that include with background, 

interests, and photos. They can get connected with people who has the same interest or trying 

to find contacts for example their friends from high school. In this case, Facebook offers 

value in social network sites to create niche communities that users can join fan page of 
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Nokia. Users who interest or own Nokia device can join the page and have possibility to 

generate exposure for their business. 

 

Opportunity to see the communication messages from Nokia 

 For Nokia, they posted the communication messages on Facebook every month. 

According to our participants, they visit Nokia fan page on Facebook, just once a month or 

once a week. The empirical finding has shown that Nokia try to communicate with their fan 

in order to gain their attention. The message will show in user’s homepage and it is 

noticeable to users when they log in to Facebook. Users can read messages from Nokia even 

though they have not visited Nokia page on Facebook for a while. 

 

Contents are what they perceived and learned   

 Communication messages from the company contribute to user’s perception created 

on Facebook. The empirical findings has shown that users want to be associated with the 

Nokia page on Facebook for many reasons such as getting useful information, discussions, 

photo posted and online store. From the observation results, Nokia regularly updated their 

page on Facebook with massive information in many sections that meets our participants 

expectation. In terms of activity and promotion, it seems that some of our respondents expect 

to see in this fan page but Nokia offer activity only one time in 4 months (the activity offer a 

free gift for winner). Nokia rarely provides special offer for users on Nokia page on 

Facebook. Obviously, the page will not be interesting if a company just attach an information 

and profile. It is suggested that company should present a more creative solutions in persuade 

people to become a friend of fanpage. 

 

Attitude towards Nokia page on Facebook 

 From the empirical findings, it seems that our respondents quite satisfied with Nokia 

page on Facebook. They like the information that Nokia provided in this page. Meanwhile, 

our respondents suggested that Nokia should offer some promotions for users too. According 

to Evans, Jamal and Foxall (2006), attitude is the stage that the customer responds 
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affectively, taking a more or less favorable toward the messages of brand or product and 

create positive or negative attitude toward it. Marketers should also ask for their fan’s 

opinion, listen carefully to what issues, concerns they may have and look for trends that are 

emerging and the shared feelings of users. In this case, Nokia could read their opinion from 

wall in their fan page on Facebook. 

Users’ action on Nokia page has an effect to purchasing decision 

 We also investigated their action when they visit Nokia fan page on Facebook, our 

respondents prefer to read news, see videos and photos of new products which conform to the 

information that we observed in Nokia page. From our observation, Nokia has posted this 

kind of information regularly. Information like news update, photos and videos of Nokia 

mobile devices have been posted, it is very helpful when customers have to decide to buy the 

product or download new application for their device. For a purchase decision, our 

respondents consider purchasing Nokia product through Nokia online store. According to 

Kaur(2010) e-marketing has advantage when company want to provide necessary information 

on the internet without limitation of size. It is seen that online store on social network is 

likely to increase brand awareness of brand and product. They promote their products and 

services to their users through social network by communication and sharing information in 

website.  

 

Nokia fans like to share and read comments 

 According to Evans, Jamal and Foxall (2006), they mentioned that post-purchase is 

the stage that the customer responds to the activities. It can create word of mouth 

communication to others. Users share opinions and make recommendations on Nokia page on 

Facebook also involved in purchase decision of other users. Other users seek others opinions 

when they considering the purchase of products. Grönroos (2007) mentions that unplanned 

messages are considered to be the most trustworthy. Customers could use online social sites 

to find those opinions. From our observation, users on Nokia page on Facebook can be 

dividing in two roles, share and seek contents. Users who share their opinions in wall post 

create an effect to other users about their attitude of the company and product. If a comment 

is positive, it can classify a message as valuable but if it is negative, it can classify as a 

disadvantage too. It can become word of mouth to other users. This is significantly powerful 
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to company, as users don’t feel that the information is being pushed at them, but referred to 

them by a trusted friend in a trusted network. Company has to develop an interesting 

campaign that can effectively capture user’s attention, and join their page on Facebook. It 

seems that the most appropriate place for company to be on Facebook is within the news 

feeds where company can facilitate word of mouth amongst users. For the suggestion to use 

Nokia page, users can suggest Nokia page on Facebook to their friends through a “suggest to 

friend” function. From the empirical findings, it shows that our respondents have not invited 

their friends to join the Nokia fan page on Facebook much. It shows that Nokia have no 

ability to convince their customers to invite their friends to join the page. To expand network 

of Nokia customers, company should create activity for their fans to invite their friends to 

join the page by give them a free gift. More users in network can increase the opportunity in 

order to create brand awareness. 
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6. Conclusion 

This section will be divided into 4 parts. The first is conclusion of the research. The 

second is reflection on validity and reliability. The third is contribution to practice. The forth 

is suggestion for further research.  

6.1 Answer the purpose and the research questions 

 To meet the purpose of this research we have collected the data by the observation, 
survey and gathering relevant online information. Through the case study of Nokia on 

Facebook and our empirical findings and analysis, these led us to the following conclusion. 

 Online social networks are becoming increasingly concentrated as a new marketing 

communication channels for many famous companies. The online social networks can be 

used by the companies to reach the target audiences all over the world. The major 

characteristic of online social network is the up-to-date information that regularly updates by 

the users. The information updated by the company can be considered as marketing 

communication messages. The marketing communication messages can be seen by the 

customers easily through the news feed facility. Consequently, this facility of online social 

networks can help reinforce the image of the product and brand among the target audiences. 

Positive response of the customers can create word-of-mouth to promote the brand. However, 

negative response can destroy the brand image as well. In addition, the company needs to be 

creative when creating the communication messages through online social networks. The 

creative ideas keep the audiences interested and increase the opportunity of brand awareness 

and product visibility. Furthermore, the interaction between the company and customer can 

create the relationship marketing which can lead to purchasing consideration in the future.  

 For the customers’ perspective, they perceived that features on the social networking 

sites attract customer to join with the sites and company’s page. Customer hoping to join 

company‘s page on social networks since they can access to information that is relevant to 

them. According to this research, customer also would like to exchange information with 

other users and company could create attitude toward a product or service. In addition, 

information of product for example photo, video, product’s qualification and price that 

provided by company, it supported customer’s purchase decision and consideration 

purchasing product through online store. Customer tends to be attracted by special offer from 
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a company. It seem that customer expect special offer like discount and free gift when they 

joined with company’s page. 

  Finally, we can conclude that the communication messages which have been created 

by the company through online social networks can create relationship marketing and build 

brand awareness. Both relationship marketing and brand awareness affect the customer 

response to the marketing activities. As a result, these activities can increase the opportunity 

of customer purchasing decision then it is directly affects the company growth as well.     

  

6.2 Reflection of the research  

According to the observation method we have done in order to get the information 

about how company has used online social networks as a marketing tool to communicate with 

their customers. We have put ourselves observed in the real environment where the activities 

have been occurred through social network website. This observation method has resulted the 

increasing of the trustworthiness of the empirical findings that lead to the reliability and 

validity of the research.   

This research could have been beneficial to many companies in order to use or study 

online social network to be one of the marketing communication channels. Since we have 

done the research for a particular company but the research results could be applied to any 

other companies in order to create an effective online marketing communication messages 

and also indicated in the empirical findings and analysis that what should be done and what 

should be avoided. More details on contribution to practice for company will be presented 

next part.   
 

6.3   Contribution to practice 

This research can provide the marketers of the famous companies with the 

contribution for the practice of doing internet marketing through online social networks. 

Online social networks can be one of the effective marketing channels for the company in 

order to grow and promote their business in an international context. The following main 

points can be seen as the suggestions to marketing team with regard to the use of online 

social networks.  
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The marketers should consider the need and the expectation of the potential customers 

who use online social networks. According to the recent activities of the Nokia’s customers 

on Facebook that we have mentioned in the empirical findings part, shows that they always 

leave feedbacks and comments. This can lead to both positive and negative attitudes toward 

brand and product to other customers.     

The marketers need to interact with the customers in the online social networks. From 

the analysis, shows that the creations of relationship with the customers by interact with them 

to help or support can increase the level of customer satisfaction and brand loyalty. 

The marketers need to consider the benefits that the customers can get in order to use 

the online social networks. From the survey, we found that not many customers visit Nokia’s 

page regularly. So the marketers should bring up the promotions to increase the number of 

target audiences to their online media.    

 

6.4 Suggestion for further research  

 While we conducted this research, many questions have been answered but some 

issues have been raised. We can see that Facebook has an impact on customer, hence it would 

be interesting to further study in order to investigate more a few in depth about viral 

marketing in order to develop a message that is interesting to customer. A successful viral 

marketing strategy could encourage customers to share information or positive attitude with 

their friends. In addition, word of mouth can be an important factor influence purchasing 

decisions, it can be interesting strategy for marketer as one of advertisement tools.  

  It would also interest to conduct survey investigating about other online social 

network site too. Facebook is the famous online social network site but different networks 

have different users and cultural environments. To study appropriately into other networks 

such as MySpace and Twitter would be interesting for a better understanding of the research 

question. It would be interesting to explore how users of Twitter or MySpace view marketing 

on social networks and how their views differ from the users of Facebook. In addition, this 

research has been conducted under short period of time, and describes attitudes and action 

only at present time. To expand on this topic, it would be interesting to analyzed attitude 

changes in the future. 
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Appendix 1 – Survey questions 

The list of open questions has been used in the survey are as following:   

• Exposure 

1. How and why do you become a Facebook user? 

2. How often do you spend time on Facebook? 

 

• Attention 

3. How often do you generally visit Nokia fan page on Facebook? 

 

• Perception 

4. What perception behind this fan page registration of Nokia? 

 

• Learning 

5. What are your expectations from being a fan of Nokia on Facebook? 

6. What do you remember on Nokia fan page on Facebook? 

 

• Attitude 

7. What do you satisfy with activities (news product update, video, photo, discussion 

board, online store, customer support and promotion) provided by Nokia fan page on 

Facebook? 

 

• Action 

8. What activities do you participate in Nokia fan page on Facebook? (Post, comment, 

click link, sees the video/photo or etc.) 

9. Do you consider purchasing Nokia product through Nokia online store after visit 

Nokia page on Facebook? 

 

• Post-purchase 

10. Have you invite your friends to join the Nokia fan page on Facebook? 

 


